NOW AT
DUBAI INTERNATIONAL BOAT SHOW
9-13 MARCH
ON TO NEW Adventures
#dubaiboatshow
boatshowdubai.com
@dibshow
THE LARGEST AND MOST EXCITING MARINE & LIFESTYLE SHOW IN THE REGION

It’s back and better than ever. The Middle East’s largest and most-popular marine industry and lifestyle event is celebrating its 28th edition, and will mark the regional yachting industry’s first large-scale, in-person event since the -19 pandemic.

Organised by Dubai World Trade Centre, the five-day show will be the first to take place at Dubai’s ground-breaking new marina, Dubai Harbour, reuniting the region’s maritime community.

The Dubai International Boat Show 2022 is set to welcome over 400 boat, yacht and watercraft brands including the world premiere of Sunreef’s 80 Eco Line, a glimpse at the all-new Princess Y85, and a regional debut for San Lorenzo’s innovative SX88. A jaw-dropping line up of more than 50 floating mansions from some of the world’s leading marques including Feadship, Majesty, Nomad, Cranchi, and Lurssen await you from 9 to 13 March.

Hop aboard!
Dubai Harbour Marinas is a world-class maritime facility, featuring approximately 700 berths that can accommodate yachts up to 160m in length. As well as providing guests and crew with a full home port solution in one of the world’s most spectacular cruising grounds, Dubai Harbour Marinas also enable direct access to the open waters of the Arabian Gulf with no air draft limits. Boat owners and captains can ensure year-round access to the highest standards of expert technical facilities and security within the marina.
END-TO-END SOLUTIONS FOR THE WATER-SAVVY

MARINA DISPLAY
- Superyachts – Boats over 40 meters
- Superyacht Avenue
- New boat launches

EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES & SERVICES
- Marine equipment
- Sailing and fishing equipment
- Boat mechanics
- Electrical safety
- Interiors
- Navigation & communication

OUTDOOR DISPLAY
- Small & medium sized boats
- Sailing boats
- Fishing boats
- New boat launches
- UAE inspired

FUTURE OF WATER SPORTS, SAILING, FISHING
- Watersports & adventure sports
- Marine tech innovation
- Marine concepts
- Sea toys
- Water sports village
- Fishing competition

DIVE MENA EXPO
- Scuba gears
- Snorkeling products
- Swimming products
- Masks, regulators, weights & compressors
- DIVE Talks
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WHERE THE GLOBAL INDUSTRY MEETS

Bringing display of magnificent boats and unveilings of premium new yachts, a variety of luxurious marine vessels and range of entry-level sea-toys and boats for all marine enthusiasts.

Luxury yachts and boats presented by the world’s and regional’s leading builders and brands to showcase the ultimate in boating design, craftsmanship and lifestyle.
BEHOLD THE FUTURE ON WATER GLOBAL & REGIONAL PREMIERES AT DUBAI BOAT SHOW

DIVE DEEPER
ULTRA PORTABLE DIVE SYSTEMS
BLU3 is an innovative company committed to developing the world’s most user-friendly dive systems to ever float on the ocean’s surface.

SAIL THE ELECTRIC MOVEMENT
Go eco-responsible with Sunreef’s 80 Eco Line - and experience the sea sustainably without compromising on luxury.

FIRST TIME in the Middle East!
VAN DER VALK’S 34M YACHT LADY LENE
The 34-metre explorer motor yacht Lady Lene has been launched at the Van der Valk shipyard in Waalwijk, the Netherlands.

DINE AT NEW DEPTHS
TRITON
Hold your dinner party underwater in a totally out of this world new format with the Triton 660 AVA Series!

INNOVATION FOR YOUR VACATION
FOLDING FINS
Gone are the days where you lug your bulky diving fins
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BEHOLD THE FUTURE ON WATER
GLOBAL & REGIONAL PREMIERES AT DUBAI BOAT SHOW

PIONEERS IN WATER MOBILITY
The SeaBubble H2 - “Zero Wave, Zero Noise, Zero Emission”
Fly the seas sustainably!

SUSTAINABILITY IN STYLE
The Faro 5 Solar - sophistication and elegance whilst embracing the planet

AZIMUT
Azimut 78 is the first yacht of our Flybridge collection with a triple IPS Volvo Penta propulsion.

CRANCHI SETTANTOTTO 78
The 25-metre Settantotto is a grand exhibit, crafted with the utmost attention to detail, a concept of beauty that is both modern and classic.

A BREATH TAKING Perspective!
Princess X95
A new standard of layout excellence, offering a uniquely flexible boating lifestyle.

FIRST UNIT in the Gulf!
FLAGSHIP OF INNOVATION
Sanlorenzo
Experience the SX88 with a revolutionary design.

THE BRAND’S NEW FLAGSHIP
The D50 Open, is the ultimate exponent of performance and on-board comfort.

DE ANTONIO YACHTS

GULF CRAFT
Named 2017’s “Best Asian-Built Yacht” by Asia Boating Awards, the Majesty 155 provides supreme luxury and unmatched quality.
EXCLUSIVITY IN EVERY CORNER

VIP REGISTRATION LOUNGE
A relaxing retreat for the connoisseur to unwind, Dubai Boat Show oozes elegance with a range of tailored features for VIPs

MARINE ART GALLERY
Marine Art Gallery brings a dose of seainspired art and culture with a selection of renowned international artists and sculptors from the industry

VIP LOUNGE
Unwind and indulge in the VIP lounge by Tanishq, along with VIP tours & bespoke activities
SEA TRIALS

For the first time, Dubai International Boat Show will also offer potential yacht owners and buyers the chance to trial some of the world’s most exclusive watercrafts and boats displayed at the show thus giving them a feel of the performance and sheer brilliance of those models. Don’t miss out on this experience.

Daily before 3.00pm
Advance booking required, directly with exhibitors

YACHT TOURS

HNWIs and potential yacht owners who would like to own or charter a yacht will have the opportunity to take part in guided yacht tours, giving them access to some of the world’s most exclusive superyachts displayed at Dubai International Boat Show.

Daily at 3.30pm, 5.00pm, 6.30pm
Advance booking required a dubai-boatshow@sectorglobal.com
CAPTAINS’ NIGHT

If you’re a captain, this one’s for you! Attend our exclusive Captains’ Night at the Dubai Boat Show on Friday, 11th March 2022 from 6pm onwards at Splash Deck, and unwind, relax & network with your fellow mates.

You’ll have exclusive access to the latest new launches in the boating world, as well as the opportunity to network with your peers.

Splash Deck - F&B Area by the Marina Entrance
Friday, 11 March | 6.00pm – 8.00pm

ESS CONNECT

Equipment Supplies & Services (ESS) groups together exhibitors specializing in a wide range of marine products essential to the supply and servicing of the leisure marine industry.

Ranging from satellite navigational systems to anchors, deck fixtures and fittings to engines, ESS caters to both end consumers and trade buyers, making it the largest marine equipment event in the Middle East.
At Proudly UAE we celebrate small-to-medium UAE boat builders by supporting them with a platform to showcase everything they do to the local and global yacht market.

**Locally-Made Seacrafts**

Guaranteeing UAE boat exposure to grow and develop with the industry, some of the local brand showcased are Ocean Boats, Julfan Crafts, Riviera, Emirates Boats, Al Fajer Marine and so much more.

**Emirates Ocean Rowing Team**

First cross-ocean team from the UAE.

The Emirates Ocean Rowing Team will be attempting to row self-supported and completely unassisted across the Atlantic Ocean - 5,000 kilometres from La Gomera, off the coast of Africa, to English Harbour, in Antigua. Their boat and expedition are fully eco-friendly.

Meet them on Wed 10th March 7.00 pm @ Reef Stage.

#dubaiboatshow
A WEEKEND TO REMEMBER BY THE SEA

WATERSPORTS PARADISE
The ultimate in fun for all ages! Try out kayaking, paddle boarding and much more, completely FREE of charge!

FLYBOARD SHOW
Take your thrill to the next level and watch the Flyboard Competitions live at the show!

LIVE PERFORMANCES
Expect top tunes from the resident DJ, live acts throughout the 5 days! From a saxophone that blows fire, to live DJs and bands!

DIVE POOL
Get up close & personal with our Dive Pool by Bermuda! See the latest diving techniques, demos and even mermaids throughout the show
Daily | 5.00 pm onwards

DIMC FISHING COMPETITION
DIMC invites everyone to join the Dubai Fishing Championship at the Dubai International Boat Show. The annual event allows you to compete with some of the region’s finest anglers!

DIVE TALKS
Take your diving knowledge a notch deeper by attending the Dive Talks! Learn from World famous professional divers like Ahmed Gabr, Chris Fallows, David Diley and discover to share their thrilling experiences
Daily | 5.00 pm onwards | @ Reef Stage
Free to use on a first come first serve basis
A collection of culinary experiences from local, regional, and international food connoisseurs.

**HOSPITALITY**

**Luxury Japanese Ice Cream**
This luxurious Japanese confectionary brand where authenticity and craftsmanship are merged with modernism to create a refreshing and capricious taste experience.

**From NYC to DXB**
Crafted Burgers, Crazyshakes® and Craft Hops. Their Burgers and Crazyshakes® have taken social media by storm, 100s and 1000s of followers, loyal customers, and toppings.

**The Gourmet Deli**
From hearty soups, gourmet sandwiches, pies and quiches to delicious salad concoctions, cakes, and slices of our naughty-but-nice millionaire’s shortbread.

**Handcrafted with Love**
100% natural fruit pops

**The first and only gourmet oyster farm in the Middle East based in Dibba, Fujairah.**
The Dibba Bay oyster is a sustainably farmed local product of the UAE with a growing reputation as a world class gourmet product.

**Nikki Beach Dubai**
Visitors are invited to relax amongst the cutting-edge architecture whilst enjoying exceptional food and beverage.

**THE COFFEE EXPERIENCE**
From the cherries we pick to the coffee you drink, we are committed to convey our expertise, savoir-faire and passion every step of the way.
Leadership

THOUGHT

EMBRACING CHANGE AND TRANSFORMATION

Breakthrough innovations and creativity. Leading change & re-engagement

8 MARCH 2022 | ST. REGIS THE PALM

MIDDLE EAST YACHTING CONFERENCE

Global industry leaders reconvene in Dubai for thought-provoking discussion about the future of the yachting industry. Hear from yacht cybersecurity experts to founders of sustainability movements, explore crypto for yachts and shield yourself from marine cyberattacks.

ABEER ALSHAALI
Gulfcraft

ALEXANDRE BAYEUX
Xperys

CHLOÉ ZAIED
HyNova

CLAIRE FERANDIER
Environmental Training For Yacht Crew

CRISTIANO GATTO
Cristiano Gatto Design

FAROUK NEFZI
Feadship

FRANCIS LAPP
Sunreef Yachts

JAMES ROY
Lateral Naval Architects

JIMMY CAROLL
PelorusX

KEVIN RICE
Pininfarina

LUIS MARINHO FALCAO
Faro Boats

MICHAEL BREMAN
Lürssen Yachts

NAVEEN HEMANNA
Seactrio

DR NAWFAL AL JOURANI
ACEL Power Inc

PARIS BALOUMIS
Oceanco

SABRINA MONTELEONE-OEINO
Sabrina Monte-Carlo

CAPTAIN SAHAR RASTI
UAE’s first female ship captain

SAQR EREIQAT
Crypto Oasis Sentio

PARTNERS

OFFICIAL MAGAZINE

#dubaiboatshow
CURATED TRENDS FROM MARINE & LIFESTYLE MEDIA EXPERTS

PARTNERS

Dubai International Boat Show is dedicated to the industry. For 2022, we’re supported by the top leading partners from the yachting and marine lifestyle sphere to identify the latest trends and the future of the industry.

Official Media Partner

BARCHE® MONTHLY INTERNATIONAL YACHTING MAGAZINE

FULL ENGLISH TEXT
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Global Influencers Make Their Way to Dubai Boat Show

@abcaquaman
Followers: 490k
Founder & CEO aquafun

@dadocesaro
Followers: 387k
Luxury yachting and supercars Influencer

@carlos.dxb
Followers: 20.6k
Watersport enthusiast and Owner of Yacht_dxb
@arabiangazelles
Followers: 130k
Community Organization

@NautiStyles
Followers: 96.4k
Lifestyle and Yacht influencer

@ramy__tounis
Followers: 14.8k
Operation & Quality control manager at the captain’s club

@seymaunchnained
Followers: 35k
Swedish/Turkish Luxury Lifestyle Influencer living in Monaco

@frankymou
Followers: 42.8k
Luxury Travel Blogger based in Dubai

@monaco_yachting
Followers: 109k
Photographer

@krisfade
Followers: 232k
Radio Show Host & Founder of FadeFit

AND
Much Move
**Essential Information**

**Dubai Harbour**

**Timings:**
9 - 13 March  
3:00 PM to 8:00 PM  
F&B  
Until 10PM everyday

**Tickets**

**Adults**  
AED 50  
On site  
AED 35  
If purchased online

**All Days**  
AED 90

**Teens ages 13-17**  
AED 20  
On site

**Children ages 12 and below**  
Free

Buy tickets click here

boattshowdubai.com
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While you can always drive to the venue we highly recommend making use of the UAE’s highly efficient and well-connected modes of public transport.

**Dubai Taxis**
Taxis are plentiful and affordable in Dubai and are operated by RTA. To book a taxi from any pick up point of your choice please call: 8009090

**Dubai Metro**
Dubai Metro, with its Red and Green lines, is one of the most advanced and modern rail systems. The Dubai Metro’s red line route connects the venue with the Tram lines and all stops throughout the city’s sights, malls and hotel districts, including some of the best views of the city!

**Dubai Tram**
Dubai Tram is one of the safest modes of public transport in the world, designed to be an essential part of Dubai transport network. The tram service links Dubai Metro and the Palm Monorail and runs along Al Sufouh Road and Jumeirah Beach Road.